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Failing to live up to a great name

This column is a 
diatribe against 
infanticide, and also 
a condemnation 
of  how a name can 

mean too much in the wine world, 
a disappointment for everyone 
who enjoys drinking good wine 
sold at sensible prices.

The wine in question is 
Châteauneuf-du-Pape, a classic of  
France’s southern Rhône valley 
for centuries. So it is, for the best 
examples, cellared away until 
they reach maturity, are fabulous. 
But it’s a name which is a “must-
have” on any wine list, whether 
in a bargain-end supermarket or 
the very best classic restaurant. 
And that’s why too many 
bottles carrying the name now 
disappoint.

Trio of examples
That was my experience at the 
weekend, when I opened a trio of  
examples now on UK supermarket 
shelves. The wines came from 
Asda, the Co-op and Morrisons 
– and all were from the 2011 
vintage (that’s why I rail about 
infanticide). There was nothing 
at all wrong with them, each one 
pleasantly richly fruited, clean 
and competently made by the same 
company, the long-established 
and well-respected négociant and 
grower Ogier. Had the labels said 
Côtes du Rhône and had the price 
been cut by a third (they averaged 
£16 a bottle), I’d have been happy.

That wasn’t just my opinion. 
The friends who joined the tasting 
– people with discerning amateur 
palates, but far from being wine 
snobs – said almost exactly the 
same. But there was a fourth 
bottle, which was the one we 
emptied as we consumed mounds 
of  pot roast Scottish beef. At £18.95 
it cost only £2 more than the most 
expensive of  the supermarket 
choices, all of  which remained 
three-quarters full at the end of  
the meal.

Rather than a large-scale 
operation, Domaine de Saint Paul 
is a 14-hectare family estate which 
is able to keep stocks of  its wine 
for years – the current ex-cellar 
price list goes back to the 2000 
vintage. Online merchant From 
Vineyards Direct sells Domaine 
de Saint Paul 2008 at £18.95 (at the 
estate it’s 21 euros, which makes 
the UK price a bargain). There’s 
the glossy benefit of  age, but 
that apart, the wine offers much 
more serious perfume, depth 
and complexity, the first perhaps 
due to the inclusion of  a little 
muscardin, one of  the 13 different 
grape varieties allowed into the 
grenache-led Châteauneuf  blend.

We all agreed there was no 
doubt where we’d put our money 
if  we wanted more bottles from 

this selection. That verdict is not 
an insult to Ogier: it makes many 
attractive wines, especially from 
its own vineyards, and no doubt 
it is the cruel reality of  the wine 
market which forces early releases 
and pushes up the price of  
anything which says Châteauneuf  
on the bottle. But rather than the 
supermarket Châteauneufs, try 
Ogier’s Côtes du Rhône offerings 
– examples include Reserve (Co-
op, £7) Héritages (£10, Morrisons) 
– Liracs (£8-£9, Co-op, Majestic, 
Morrisons), Notre Dame de 
Cousignac from the vineyard in 
adjoining Luberon which Ogier 
owns (£5.95, The Wine Society) or 
older vintages – Châteauneuf  Clos 
de l’Oratoire des Papes 2007 (£25, 
Majestic) or Crozes Hermitage 
2010 (£10, Morrisons).

There was one overwhelming 
Ogier success in last weekend’s 
tasting: the white Clos de 
l’Oratoire des Papes 2011. 
Majestic’s customers have 
snapped up most stock (£25, £22 
on two-plus) but your local store 
may have a bottle or two left. 
It’s still a baby, but one which 
smiles rather than screams and 
has an appealing chubbiness 
alongside its very stylish fruit. 
White Châteauneuf  is rare – it 
comprises less than 10 per cent of  
the appellation’s production – but 
is well worth seeking out. And as 
it doesn’t suffer from the same 
“must-have” pressure, what’s on 
sale should be better value.

 www.fromvineyardsdirect.com, 
delivery free on 12 bottles or more.

Ogier’s Close de l’Oratoire des Papes vineyard

Nothing 
suspect 
about a 
sleuth’s 
grill bar

For people of  a certain 
age and persuasion, 
Baker Street will 
forever be associated 
with the Great 

Detective – for here, at 221b, he 
famously plied his brilliant trade 
with the essential support of  the 
frankly saintly Mrs Hudson, and 
that fine old stalwart, Dr Watson. 
The Abbey National building 
is said to occupy the site – and 
although that was not long ago 
demolished, miraculously they 
somehow managed to retain the 
legendary stone arch at its summit. 
And still they receive letters from 
all over the world addressed to 
Mr Sherlock Holmes, beseeching 
his assistance in matters of  great 
importance. Are they mad, these 
people, do you think? Or simply 
deluded and desperate? They 
maybe also write letters to Lapland, 
assuring Santa of  how good they’ve 
been, and listing their desirabilia.

And more or less where 221b 
is said to have stood, there is 
the Sherlock Holmes Museum 
– surely the only museum wholly 
dedicated to a single person who 
never actually existed (although 
something of  the sort devoted to 
James Bond, I feel, can hardly 
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be far away). Outside this little 
bow-fronted house there is always 
a tall, thin young man dressed 
in a Victorian policeman’s get-
up which was made for someone 
five inches shorter and a good 
deal more stout. He shepherds 
the ceaseless flow of  foreign 
tourists who, having just done 
with queuing and being soaked 
in the rain outside Madame 

Tussauds, obediently and blank-
eyed plod over here in order to 
queue and get soaked somewhere 
else entirely. And just down the 
road there used to be something 
called The Sherlock Holmes 
Hotel, done out in suitably 19th-
century moody greens and lit by 
Victorian copper lanterns, and 
this, I can only assume, went down 
a storm with all the saturated 

tourists. Especially Americans, 
who either loathe, mistrust and 
misunderstand things because 
they’re just too Briddish, or else 
embrace them with adoration 
… because, hey! they’re just so 
Briddish! Now, the place goes by 
the very laughable moniker Park 
Plaza Sherlock Holmes and is 
painted stark white. So narrow 
and featureless is the frontage that 
you could walk right past it with 
ease. I know this because, quite 
independently, both my guest and I 
managed to do just that.

And that guest was His Honour 
Judge Richard Hawkins QC, and 
we marvelled at how so vast and 
sprawling a hotel could possibly 
lurk behind so teensy a façade: 
quite a three-pipe problem. The 
walls of  the bar have pictures of  
Sherlock Holmes … but we were 
going through to the grill, whose 
walls have pictures of  Sherlock 
Holmes. The room looks like 
any dining room in any hotel 
anywhere, suffering from the 
customary lack of  window or 
pavement presence. We dangled our 
coats and hats and asked if  there 
was a cloakroom, but the friendly 
waitress’s English didn’t run to 
‘cloakroom’, so we slung them on a 
hook. I’ll get another gripe out of  
the way at the outset: the gents is 
called, very horribly, ‘Male Toilet’ 
– and as you walk in, there is a 
killer step over which everyone 
was tripping – and their covering 
it with yellow Sellotape just simply 
ain’t enough. But from that point 
on, all was largely very good.

Richard retired as a judge 
just before Christmas, and is 
thoroughly enjoying his new-
found freedom. A leisurely lunch 
is just one of  the perks, and he 
set about the menu with gusto. 
For those of  you feeling virtuous 
there is a ‘fitness menu’ at a very 
reasonable £18 for three courses 
which total only 500 calories. And 
then there’s the proper menu, for 
the rest of  us. Richard was having 
poached pear, smoked Ribblesdale 
goat’s cheese with beetroot salad, 
followed by Gressingham duck 
breast with caramelised plums 
and champ (mash with cabbage). 
This was from the ‘wood-fired oven’ 
section – and I went for that too, 

in the form of  Gloucestershire 
corn-fed chicken breast with field 
mushrooms, preceded by pan-
fried king scallops with butternut 
squash puree and crispy bacon, 
and a side of  chunky chips. The 
poached pear was tender, the salad 
quite zingily fresh, and my three 
scallops were truly ‘king’ – vast, 
like marshmallows on steroids, 
and as juicy as they come, the 
puree vibrant and silky. The 
accompanying prosecco was rather 
good too – although generally the 
wine list is pretty lamentable for a 
hotel: eight reds, and not a single 
vintage listed …! When they are 
charging up to £40 for a bottle, the 
year is rather important.

Richard was brought up in 
Edgware, and now has graduated 
to Hampton Wick where he lives 
with his wife of  43 years (that’s 
the extent of  their marriage, not 
her age). I asked him if  he had 
always known that the law was 
his destiny. “Well … my father 
was a high-ranking detective – but 
I wanted to be a farmer. When I 
was about 13, though, I listened 
to this radio series called The Art 
of  the Advocate – and that was 
that, really.” He was called to the 
bar in 1963, took silk in 1984 and 
was a judge for 23 years –  20 of  
them at the Old Bailey, where he 
has encountered some very ugly 
customers indeed, and not all of  
them lawyers.

Duck breast
His duck breast was large, expertly 
sliced and just pink enough. The 
sauce was fine – and the cast-iron 
skillet of  roasted winter vegetables 
he had ordered as a side just 
terrific: al dente carrots, onions 
and red peppers. Chunky chips 
were just that: thick, and properly 
done in fat. My chicken too 
– succulent, the wild mushrooms 
gooey and very good indeed. All 
of  it went well with what turned 
out to be a ‘Rare Vintages’ 2011 
burgundy (because it’s a guessing 
game here). I was asking Richard 
about his future plans – and, as 
is customary with newly retired 
active and eager people – the 
programme is both crammed and 
formidable. “Well let me see … 
next week I’m going to see Kiss Me 

Joseph Connolly with guest Richard Hawkins at Sherlock’s Bar & Grill
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 SHERLOCK’S BAR & GRILL 
at Park Plaza Sherlock Holmes  
108 Baker Street, W1 
Tel: 020 7958 5210.
Open lunch and dinner every day 
except Sunday dinner

Food: 
Service: 
The Feeling: 
Cost: Fitness menu £15 for two 

courses, £18 for three. Or, unfitly, 
about £115 for three-course meal 
for two with wine.

Kate … the judges at the Bailey 
are putting on a dinner for me … 
then I’m off  to the Far East for a 
month or so.” During which time 
his three dogs will be looked after 
by his own Mrs Hudson, who is 
called Mrs Cake. “We visit my son 
in Bangkok, and then on to see my 
daughter in Burma. There’s my 
club, of  course, I love to cook and 
I’ll do a fair bit of  sailing – Cowes 
and so on. Just about to get a new 
boat.” I asked if  he was a member 
of  the Royal Yacht Squadron. “No. 
I’ve spent my whole life dressing up 
in rather extraordinary costumes 
… so it’s probably enough”. And 
he is remarkably unsentimental 
about all those trappings of  his 
illustrious career: already he has 
sold his full-bottomed wig and next 
to go is the collection of  robes. “It’s 
in the past,” he says. “It’s done.”

Lunch, however, wasn’t – not 
quite. He struck gold with a first 
rate crème brulée … and I got the 
booby prize with what was billed as 
a dark chocolate macchiato mousse 
with white chocolate topping. No 
coffee was in there at all, the whole 
thing very flabby, pale and achingly 
oversweet. But this is a better 
restaurant than one might expect, 
given the defiantly corporate 
surroundings. We both had a good 
and foody time: alimentary, my 
dear Hawkins.

 Joseph Connolly’s latest novel, 
England’s Lane, is published by 
Quercus as a hardback and ebook. 
All previous restaurant reviews may 
be viewed on the website www.
josephconnolly.co.uk.

Yum Cha Silks & Spice 27-28 Chalk Farm Road, London, NW1 8AG.
Table Booking and General Enquiries: 020 7482 2228 Deliveries and Takeaway Orders: 020 7428 0565

Yum Cha Silks & Spice
is an Oriental restaurant and bar
with 4 karaoke rooms
We specialise in Dim Sum and also Far East Asia cuisines. 

50% off
Dim Sum

Every Monday, Tuesday
& Wednesday after 5.30pm

FREE DELIVERY
020 7428 0565
FOR ORDERS OVER £15 WITHIN 3 MILES
DELIVERY FROM 17.30 UNTIL LATE

Discussion meeting on plans to
improve facilities and services at 

The Whittington Hospital 
Monday, 25 February 2013

6.30pm - 8.00pm

Whittington Health is hosting the first of several
discussion evenings for the members of the public

to discuss plans of for investment in Whittington
Hospital core facilities and services

N19 restaurant The Whittington Hospital
(enter through the Magdala Avenue entrance)

Come along to discuss the detailed plans 
and share your opinions

Whittington Health
Magdala Avenue

N19 5NF

Enquiries to communications department 020 7288 3001/
communications.whitthealth@nhs.net


